
Leadership management

Why educators should plan their courses carefully

W
ith the aim to beat off increasing competition for the key roles in business, more and

more people are applying for educational business courses, from the high school

course to the MBA. It is sometimes difficult to know just what the relative benefits of

these courses are, and how they will lead to real progression back in the business world,

given that there are now so many. But of course education is a business too, and marketers

for business courses are well tuned into to how to best sell their courses.

Recently, the trend has been to rebrand business education and development under the

heading of leadership rather than management. Presumably, the attraction of such branding

is that people perceive leadership as higher ranking than management, and think they might

somehow get to the top spot more quickly. This might be risky business though, as W. David

Rees and Christine Porter have argued.

It is difficult to pinpoint the precise difference between leadership and management, as in

manyways the twoare soclosely involved. Someuseful definitionshavebeenoffered, though,

which help explainwhy this rebranding is going on. The traditional academicdistinction is that

leaders are visionarieswho operate at a strategic level. They have the fresh ideas that will help

move business into new competitive areas or that will energize areas of a company.

Managers, on the other hand, see these ideas put into practice, and are more involved on the

operational level. Their job is to achieve the goals set by the leaders through their people.

Given this distinction, it seems that leadership is not just potentially where more money is,

but it is where the glamour is. The dangerous suggestion is that leaders are the creators and

managers do the less desirable logistical work. But setting up this difference in people’s

minds is neither good for them nor the working world that they will take new skills back into.

Whatever training people have, there is still truth in the claim that some people are just better

suited to leading than others. There are no courses that can fundamentally change

personality types, natural charisma, creative minds versus practical minds and so on, and

each individual would do well to think carefully and honestly about whether leadership is

really the right goal for them. Further, the implication that leadership courses can help

bypass the management stages is irresponsible. There are a few fast track ladders in place

in a variety of sectors, but on the whole it is still believed that to do well with the top

responsibilities of an organization you will have had practical training in management as you

rise through the ranks over time. Although leadership is currently a trendy term, then,

W. David Rees and Christine Porter have identified four potential dangers that come with

shifting focus from management to leadership:

1. Emphasis on generic rather than situational leadership qualities. Effective leadership and

management involves being aware of situational requirements so that abilities can be

matched to particular circumstances. Generic training in leadership might fall down here.

Further, the generic abilities associated with leadership are so numerous that to find or

develop them in the same individual is probably unrealistic: expectations on all sides

should be handled accordingly.
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2. Lack of distinction between process and task leadership. People need to distinguish
between process and task leadership, for without one the other will fall down. Undue
concentration on the task in hand means that the framework around it can be overlooked,
as can the fact that good supporting process leadership may involve a few people. Those
who see themselves as conceptual leaders rather than managers tend to be over
dominant in these situations, and lack the management skills to get the best out of all of
their team. Leaders must learn that then need not always take the lead, and to do this they
must have been taught how to manage.

3. Confusion about pathways into leadership and management. It is unlikely that a leader,
however trained, will be able to start off their careers in a senior position and operate at a
more strategic level than most of their colleagues. But this expectation is set up by many
programs that have branded themselves as able to provide this skill set. Career
progression still takes an escalator type fashion, with specialists building up
responsibility and often moving to other companies for promotion. The reality is that
most people on leadership programs will find themselves somewhere on the
management ladder afterwards, and they need to be prepared for this.

4. The suggestion of a sharp distinction between operational and strategic management. It
is difficult to see how people can operate at the strategic, or leadership, level without
having first gone through the operational levels of management. The two skill sets are
actually quite closely related, both involving delegation, motivation, communication,
negotiation and handling meetings. Many organizations are guilty of overlooking these
essential skills by selecting people in senior leadership positions for their history in a
specialist area.

Courses that claim to be able to parachute people into leadership positions may thus be
doing both students and future employers a disservice, something which of course in time
will effect the reputation of the course. Educators should aim for a balance between
operational and strategic level training if they are to maintain a truly beneficial service.

Comment

This is a review of ‘‘The re-branding of management development as leadership
development – and its dangers’’ by W. David Rees and Christine Porter. The article
considers the implications of the increasing emphasis on leadership as opposed to
management education and development. The authors argue that though there is
considerable overlap between management and leadership, rebranding to highlight
leadership at business schools leads to unrealistic expectations and, sometimes,
inappropriate training. They identify four concerns in particular: undue emphasis on
generic qualities, not distinguishing between process and task leadership, confusion about
pathways into leadership and management, and seeing too sharp a distinction between
operational and strategic management.
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